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Abstract 
 
      In this paper we prove generic results concerning Hardy spaces in one or several complex 
variables. More precisely, we show that the generic function in certain Hardy type spaces is totally 
unbounded and hence non-extentable, despite the fact that these functions have non-tangential limits at 
the boundary of the domain. We also consider local Hardy spaces and show that generically these 
functions do not belong – not even locally – to Hardy spaces of higher order. We work first in the case 
of the unit ball of nC  where the calculations are easier and the results are somehow better, and then 
we extend them to the case of strictly pseudoconvex domains. 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
 
   Hardy type spaces for domains in nC  and the boundary behaviour of the functions belonging to 
these spaces have been extensively studied by various authors. See for example [5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13]. 
More relevant to the results of this paper are those in [3], where analogous theorems were proved with 
Bergman type spaces in place of Hardy spaces. We also refer to [3] and the references given there for 
the techniques used in this present paper. 
   Let }1:{  zz nCB  be the unit ball in nC . Let us recall that the Hardy space )(BpH , 
 p1 , is defined to be the set of holomorphic functions CB:f  such that  
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where d  is the Euclidean surface area measure on the sphere B , and that with the norm 
p
 , 
)(BpH  becomes a Banach space. We also recall that if a sequence )(Bpm Hf   converges to f , in 
the above norm, then mf  converges to f  also uniformly on compact subsets of B . Indeed this 
follows from the inequality  
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with K  being a compact subset of B  and ),( KpC  is a constant depending on p  and K . (See 
[9,Theorem 7.2.5].) Also )(BH  is the Banach space of bounded holomorphic functions CB:f , 
with the norm )(sup zff
z B
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   For each 1q , we also consider the space 
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with the metric 
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where qppp j  211  and qp j   ( j ). Let us point out that the topology induced 
by this metric in the space 
qp
pH
1
)(B  is independant of the choice of the sequence jp . As a matter of 
fact, a sequence kf  converges to f , in 
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ff , for every qp  .  
     In the first part of the paper we will show that generically the functions in the space 
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1
)(B  are 
totally unbounded (Theorem 2.1). A function CB:f  is called totally unbounded if for every 
B  and every 0 , the restriction B),( Bf  of f  to the set }:{),(   zzB BB  
is unbounded, i.e.,  
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     Following a suggestion of Nestoridis, we also consider local Hardy spaces ),( GH p B , for open 
subsets G  of the sphere B  (the precise definition is given in section 2) as another way of measuring 
how singular a holomorphic function is, near a boundary point. One extreme of this concept is the 
property of being totally unbounded. (A similar definition – although slightly different – is given in 
[7].) In this context we show that generically the functions in the space 
qp
pH
1
)(B  do not belong to 
any local qH space (Theorem 2.4).  
     In sections 4 and 5, we will extend these results from the ball to the case of strictly pseudoconvex 
domains. In this more general case we have to modify the definition of local Hardy spaces which we 
give in the case of the ball, and consider the space ),( UH p  , where U  is an open subset of nC  so 
that  )(U . (See section 3.) 
 
2. The case of the unit ball of nC  
 
     In this section we will first prove the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 2.1. Let }{Rq , 1q . Then the set of the functions in the space 
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1
)(B  which are 
totally unbounded in B  is dense and G  in this space. 
 
     The proof of this theorem will be based on the following lemmas. 
 
Lemma 2.2. For each point BS  , we consider the functions  
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This proves (i). Next, observing that 0),1Re(  z , for Bz , we see that 0)(Re zf  and 
therefore we may define )(log)( zfzh    using the principal branch of the logarithm with 
  arg . Then 2/)](Im[log  zf , i.e., )()(log)( zizfzh    with 2/)(  z . It 
follows that if the point Brz  and is sufficiently close to  , 
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where we used the inequality kpkpp xkx //)!()(log   which holds for 1x , 1p  and Nk . (We 
also used the fact that, since 0,1  rz  for Brz  away from the point  , the quantity 
 ,1log rz  is bounded.)  Fixing a p  and choosing npk / , we see (using also (i)) that 
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     The following lemma is proved in [10]. 
 
Lemma 2.3. Let V  be a topological vector space over C , X  a non-empty set, and let XC  denote the 
vector space of all complex-valued functions on X . Suppose XT CV: is a sublinear operator with 
the property that, for every Xx , the functional CV:xT , defined by ))((:)( xfTfTx  , for Vf , 
is continuous. Let })(:{ XonunboundedisfTf VE  . Then either E  or E  is dense and G  
set in the space V . 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us consider a ‘small’ ball B  whose center lies on B , and let us set 
B BX  and  
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
 )(BV . We define the linear operator  
XT CV:  with )())(( zfzfT   for Xz  and Vf . 
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easy to see that the set })(:{ XonunboundedisfTf VE   in this case is equal to  
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Also, by Lemma 2.2(ii), )(BE , since )(Bh E  for BB . Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, )(BE  
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In order to complete the proof, we consider a countable dense subset }...,,,{ 321 www  of B , a 
decreasing sequence s , ,...3,2,1s , of positive numbers with 0s , and the balls ),( sjwB  , 
centered at jw  and with radious s . By the first part of the proof, each of the sets )),(( sjwB E  is 
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unbounded in B . Indeed, if Yf  and U  is an open set with  BU , we may choose a point 
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it is obvious that Yf . This completes the proof.  
 
     Next we define Hardy type spaces associated to small open subsets of the sphere BS  . These are 
local versions of the usual Hardy spaces and the main result is that generically the functions in 

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)(B  do not belong to Hardy spaces of higher order, not even locally.  
 
Local Hardy spaces in the unit ball of 
nC . Let SG  be a non-empty open set (open in S ) and 
 p1 . A holomorphic function CB:f  is said to belong to the space ),( GH p B  if  
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     Now we can state the following theorem. 
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For the proof we will need the following lemma.  
 
Lemma 2.5. If G  then for the functions f  and  ,q , defined in Lemma 2.2, we have: 
     (i) ),( GHf n B , 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let us fix a point Sw  and 0 . With }10:{  rrX  and 
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     In order to complete the proof, we consider a countable dense subset }...,,,{ 321 www  of B  and a 
decreasing sequence s , ,...3,2,1s , of positive numbers with 0s . By the first part of the proof 
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3. Hardy type spaces 
 
     First let us recall the definition of Hardy spaces in the case of bounded open sets with smooth 
boundary. Let nC  be a bounded open set with 2C  boundary and let   be a defining function for 
this set, i.e., RC n:  is a 2C  function so that }0{   , }0{   , }0{  nC  and 
0  at the points of  . For 1p , the Hardy space )(pH  is defined as follows: 
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0  and sufficiently small). Then )(pH  is independent of the defining function  .  In fact if   is 
another defining function for  , the norms 
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(with the point z  restricted to the compact set K ) and the inequality (*) follows, if 1p . (For details 
concerning the Poisson kernel, see [5, 11].) The case 1p  is simpler. 
     Furthermore )(pH  becomes a Banach space with the norm 
,p
f . This follows from (*) as in 
the case of the unit ball. (See [13, Corollary 4.19].) From the same inequality also follows the fact that 
convergence in )(pH  implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of  .  
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Then the topology of this metric, induced on the space 
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the sequence jp  or the defining function  . Indeed, a sequence kf  converges to f , in 
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     Local Hardy spaces. Now we define local Hardy spaces. With   and   being as above, we 
consider an open set nU C  with U  and we define the space ),( UH p   to be the set of 
holomorphic functions C:f  so that 
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Lemma 3.1. Let   and   be two defining functions for  . If U  and V  are two open subsets of nC  
with U  and V , and if UV   then  
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Proof. The following proof is essentially the proof of [11, Lemma 3] with some minor modifications. 
There exist positive constants  , 1  and 2  (independent of  ) so that if }{  z  
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(The positive parameter   is assumed to be sufficiently small so that the various assertions in this 
proof hold true.) By the submean value property, if ),( UHf p   , 



nw
p
n
p
dwwfwzzf
C
)(),()(
2
3



 for }{  z , 
where 1),( wz  for ),( zBw  and 0),( wz  for ),( zBw
n C . ( 3  is an appropriate  
constant independent of   and so are the constants j , 6,5,4j , which will be involved below.) 
Therefore  
dwwfzdwzzdzf
p
w V
n
V
p
n
)()(),()()(
}{
2
3
}{
 
 









C 




 


 , 
where we used Fubini’s theorem and the measurability of the function ),( wz  for 
nwz C }{),(   with respect to the product measure dwzd )( . Since UV  , making   
smaller – if necessary – we may assume that 
UzB  ),(  for Vz  }{  . 
Then  
0)(),(
}{

 V
zdwz


   if )( Uw
n  C   and 
12
4
}{
)(),( 


n
V
zdwz 


  for Uw   . 
It follows that  
  










 




 






1
2 }{
65
}{
)()()()()( dwdwfdwwfzdzf
U
p
Uw
p
V
p
. 
(The existence of the constant 6  follows from the coarea formula (See [2].) Thus 



U
p
V
p
zdzfzdzf
}{0
216
}{0
)()(sup)()()(sup







 , 
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and this implies that ),( VHf
p   .  
 
 
4. The case of strictly pseudoconvex domains  
 
      In this section we will show that some functions which are defined in terms of Henkin’s support 
function belong to certain Hardy spaces. First we describe Henkin’s support function ),( z  which is 
constructed in [4]. Following Henkin and Leiterer [4], let us consider an open set nC  and a 2C  
strictly plurisubharmonic function   in a neighbourhood of  . If we set  











 

1,:
)(
min
3
1
,1
2



 withn
nkj
kj
kj
C  
then 0  and there exist 1C  functions jka  in a neighbourhood of   such that  
2
2
:
)(
)(max
n
a
kj
jk




 











 . 
Let 0  be sufficiently small so that  
2
22
2
,:
)()(
max
n
zwithz
xx
z
xx kjkj


















 for nkj 2,...,2,1,  , 
where )(jj xx   are the real coordinates of 
nC  such that )()(  njjj ixx  . For ,z  we 
consider the modified Levi polynomial  











  
 
n
j nkj
kkjjjkjj
j
zzazzQ
1 ,1
))(()(
)(
2),( 


 . 
Then we have the estimate  
2
)()(),(Re zzzQ    for ,z  with   z . 
The following theorem is proved in [4]. 
 
     Theorem 4.1. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary, let   be an 
open neighbourhood of  , and let   be a 2C  strictly plurisubharmonic function in a 
neighbourhood of   such that 0  at the points of   and  
}0)(:{  zz  . 
Let us choose  ,  , and ),( zQ , as above, and let us make the positive number   smaller so that   
 }2:{  zz nC  for every  . 
Then there exists a function ),( z  defined  for   in some open neighbourhood U  of   
and   UUz , which is 
1C  in   UUz ),(  , holomorphic in Uz , and such that 
0),(  z  for   UUz ),(   with   z , and  
),(),(),(  zCzQz    for   UUz ),(   with   z , 
for some 1C function ),( zC  defined for   UUz ),(   and 0  when   z . 
 
     In this setting we will prove the following lemma. We use a set of coordinates – the Levi 
coordinates – which are appropriate when we are dealing with integrals involving the function 
),( z . (See [4, 8, 12] .) As a matter of fact we will use a slight modification of the Levi coordinates. 
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Lemma 4.2. For each fixed point  ,  
(1)                            


 })({0 ),(
)(
sup


 

z
p
z
zd
 when np 1 , and  
(2)                                         




 })({
12
0 ),(
)(
sup


 

z
n
z
zd
. 
Therefore 
np
pH


 1
)(
),(
1

 and )(
),(
1 12 

nH

. 
 
Proof. We consider a coordinate system ))(),...,(),(),((),...,,,( 23212321 ztztztztttttt nn  , of real 
1C functions, for points nnz 2RC  , which are sufficiently close to the point  , as follows: We 
set  
)()(1 zzt   and ),(Im)(2 zQzt  . 
Then )(2
)(
2),(
1





 




 
z
n
j
j
j
zz dzzQd  and, therefore,  
)]()([)],([Im)(2     izQdztd zzzz . 
On the other hand,  
)]()([)]([)(1     zzzz zdztd . 
It follows that   
    0)()(2)()( 21    iztdztd zzzz . 
Now the existence of 1C functions )(),...,( 23 ztzt n  such that the mapping  
))(),...,(),(),(( 2321 ztztztztz n  
is a 1C diffeomorphism, from an open neighbourhood of the point   to an open neighbourhood of 
nn 20 RC   (with 0)( t ), follows from the inverse function theorem. Also let us point out that, 
for z  sufficiently close to  , z  if and only if 0)(1  zt  . For points z  which are 
sufficiently close to  , 
),(Im)(),(Im),(Re),(),(
2
 zQzzzQzQzQz   
and 
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
nttttz   . 
(When we write  , we mean that   , for some positive constants   and   which are 
independent of z .) Therefore (for z  and sufficiently close to  ) 
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
11),( ttttttz n   . 
Therefore (1) follows from  



  1
)(
sup
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
121
22
0 t
p
n
n
tttttt
dtdt


  
or equivalently from 
(3)                                              


  1
)(
sup
2
2
2
321
22
0 t
p
n
n
tttt
dtdt


. 
(In the above integrals t  is restricted in a «small» neighbourhood of nn 20 RC  , i.e., t  is «small».)   
But  
 10 





1
2
2
2
32
22
2
2
2
321
22
2
2
2
3
2
21
)()(
nttt
p
n
n
t
p
n
n
ttt
dtdt
tttt
dtdt
 




. 
 
Also, by Fubini’s theorem,   
 
 











1
23
1
0
2
2
2
32
2
1
2
2
2
32
22
2
2
2
3 2
2
2
2
3
2
2
)()(
nn tt
n
t
p
nttt
p
n
n dtdt
ttt
dt
ttt
dtdt





 
                                                                 



1
12
2
2
3
23
2
2
2
3
)(
ntt
p
n
n
tt
dtdt




. 
Integrating in polar coordinates we see that the last integral is equal to  







 1
0
122
1
0
12
32
)( r
pn
r
p
n
drr
r
drr

. 
This proves (3) and completes the proof of (1).  
In order to prove (2), let us observe that for points z  which are sufficiently close to  ,  
2/12
2
2
3
2
2
2
1 )(),(),( nttttzzQz    , 
whence  






 

 1
2/)12(2
2
2
2
2
22
2/)12(2
2
2
2
2
1
22
})({
12
2
2
2
3
2
21
)()(),(
)(
nttt
n
n
n
t
n
n
n
z
n tt
dtdt
ttt
dtdt
z
zd









 . 
By introducing polar coordinates in the last integral, we see that this integral is equal to  










1
0
12
221
0
2/)12(22
22
)()( r
n
n
r
n
n
r
drr
r
drr
antconst

. 
But as   decreases, the function  1222 )/(   nn rr   increases, and the monotone convergence theorem 
gives that  






 
1
0
1
0
12
22
0 )(
lim
rr
n
n
r
dr
r
drr

, 
and proves (2). 
 
Lemma 4.3. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary and let   be a 2C  
strictly plurisubharmonic defining function of   defined in a neighbourhood of  . If  q1  and 
nU C  with U , then there exists a function Uqh ,  so that   

qp
p
Uq Hh


1
, )(  and ),(
/)12(
, UHh
nqn
Uq 

 . 
 
Proof. Let us fix a point U . Then, as it follows from Taylor’s theorem and the strict 
plurisubharmonicity of   (see [8]), the Levi polynomial of   














  
 
n
j nkj
kkjj
kj
jj
j
zzzzF
1 ,1
2
))((
)(
)(
)(
2),( 





  
satisfies the inequality  
2
)()(),(Re zzzF    for nz C  with   z , 
for some «small» positive constants   and  . In particular,  
0),(Re zF  for }{),(  Bz . 
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It follows that the function )],(/1log[ zF  is defined and holomorphic for  ),( Bz , and that 


)],(/1log[lim
,


zF
zz
. (Here log  is the principal branch of the logarithm with arg .) Also 
we can prove, as in the proof of the Lemma 4.2, that if nq  ,  
(1)               
 ),(})({0 ),(
)(
sup


 

Bz
q
zF
zd
 and  


 ),(})({
12
0 ),(
)(
sup


 

Bz
n
zF
zd
. 
Then, using the first of part of (1), we obtain, as in Lemma, 
(2)                      






 )3/2,(})({0
)(
),(
1
logsup





Bz
p
zd
zF
, for every p . 
     Next we consider a C function RC n: , 1)(0  z , with compact support contained in 
)3/2,( B , and such that 1)( z  when )3/,( Bz . Now the function  






),(
1
log)(


zF
z  
is extended to a C function in  , by defining it to be 0  in )3/2,( B . Then the )1,0( form 













),(
1
log)(:)(


zF
zzu  
is defined and is C  in a open neighbourhood  , it is zero for  )3/,( Bz , and, in particular, 
it has bounded coefficients in  . In fact )(zu  extends to a C  )1,0( form for z  in an open 
neighbourhood of  , since the function 





),(
1
log
zF
 is holomorphic in an open neighbourhood of 
the compact set  )]3/,()3/2,([  BB . It follows that there exists a bounded C function 
C:  which solves the equation u  in  . (See [8].) Then we may define the functions 
)(
),(
1
log)(:)( z
zF
zzf 

 





   
and  




















 )(
),(
1
log)(exp)(exp:)(
/
, z
q
n
zF
zzf
q
n
zh
qn
q 

 . 
Then the functions )(zf  and )(, zhq   are holomorphic for z . We claim that   
(1)                                 
 ),(})({
,
0
)()(sup





Bz
p
q zdzh   for qp  . 
Notice that the behaviour of the above integral is not affected by the functions   or  , since 1  
near   and   is bounded in  . Thus (2) follows from the first part of the (1).  
Also  



 ),(})({
/)12(
,
0
)()(sup





Bz
nqn
q zdzh . 
Indeed this follows from the second part of (1), since 1  near   and )exp(   is bounded away 
from zero in  . 
Thus setting ,, : qUq hh   we obtain the required function.  
 
Theorem 4.4. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary and }{Rq , 
1q . Then the following hold: 
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(i) The set of the functions in the space 
qp
pH


1
)(  which are totally unbounded in   is dense and G  
in this space.  
(ii) The set of the functions in the space 
qp
pH


1
)(  which are singular at every boundary point of   
is dense and G  in this space.  
 
Proof. Let us consider a ‘small’ ball B  whose center lies on  , and let us set  BX  and  

qp
pH


1
)(V . We define the linear operator  
XT CV:  with )())(( zfzfT   for Xz  and Vf . 
For each fixed Xz , the functional CV:zT  defined by )()( zffTz  , Vf , is continuous. It is 
easy to see that the set })(:{ XonunboundedisfTf VE   in this case is equal to  








)(sup:)()(
1
zfHfB
Bzqp
pE . 
Now we consider the function f  which was constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.3. If the point 
B  then )(Bf E , and therefore )(BE . Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, )(BE  is dense and 
G  set in the space V . In order to complete the proof, we consider a countable dense subset 
}...,,,{ 321 www  of  , a decreasing sequence s , ,...3,2,1s , of positive numbers with 0s , and 
the balls ),( sjwB  , centered at jw  and with radious s . By the first part of the proof, each of the sets 
)),(( sjwB E  is dense and G  set in 
qp
pH


1
)( . It follows from Baire’s theorem that the set  
 





1 1
)),((
j s
sjwB EY  is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pH


1
)( . 
It is easy to see that Y  is the set of the functions in the space 
qp
pH


1
)(  which are totally unbounded 
in  , and this proves (i). The assertion (ii) follows from [6]. 
 
Theorem 4.5. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary and let   be a 
2C  strictly plurisubharmonic defining function of   defined in a neighbourhood of  . If Rq , 
1q , then the set 






 

UwithUsetopenanyforUHgHg nqn
qp
p
q ),(:)(
/)12(
1

 B  
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pH


1
)( . 
 
Proof. Let us fix a point w  and a positive number  . With }0:{ 0 X  (where 0  is a 
‘small’ positive number) and 
qp
pH


1
)(V , we consider the sublinear operator XT CV:  defined 
as follows: 
qn
n
wB
nqn
zdzffT
)12(
),(}{
/)12(
)()())((









 




  for Vf  and X . 
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Then, for each fixed X , the functional CV:T , ))(()(  fTfT  , Vf , is continuous. Also, 
by Lemma 4.3, the set    }:))((sup{::),( XfTfw  VE . Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, 
the set ),( wE  is dense and G  in the space V . 
In order to complete the proof, we consider a countable dense subset }...,,,{ 321 www  of   and a 
decreasing sequence s , ,...3,2,1s , of positive numbers with 0s . By the first part of the proof 
and Baire’s theorem, the set   
 





1 1
),(
j s
sjw EY  is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pH


1
)( . 
Now it easy to see that qBY  , and this completes the proof.  
 
     Combining Theorem 4.5 with Lemma 3.1, we see that the set qB  is independant  of  . Thus we 
have the following theorem.  
 
Theorem 4.6. Let nC  be a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary. If Rq , 1q , 
then the set 


 

offunctiondefininganyand
UwithUsetopenanyforUHgHg nqn
qp
p
q

 ),(:)(
/)12(
1
B
 
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
pH


1
)( . 
 
Remark 4.7.  It is easy to see that one can prove theorems analogous to the Theorems 2.1, 2.4, 4.4, 
4.6,  also with the spaces pH  in place of the intersections 
qp
pH

. Thus we have 
1. For  p1 , the set of the functions in the space )(BpH  which are totally unbounded in B  is 
dense and G  in this space. 
2. For  qp1 , the set 
}0)),(,(:)({   anyandanyforBHgHg qp SSBB  
is dense and G  in the space )(BpH . 
3. If nC  is a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary and  p1 , the set of the 
functions in the space )(pH  which are totally unbounded in   is dense and G  in this space.   
4. If nC  is a strictly pseudoconvex open set with 2C  boundary,  p1  and npnq /)12(  , 
then the set 
}
),(:)({


offunctiondefininganyand
UwithUsetopenanyforUHgHg qp

  
is dense and G  in the space )(pH . 
 
 
5. Hardy spaces of harmonic functions 
 
Let nR  be a bounded open set with 2C  boundary. If   is a 2C  defining function of   then one 
can define the harmonic Hardy spaces )(ph , 1p , (see [1, 11]), the intersections 
qp
ph

)( , and 
the local Hardy spaces ),( Uhp  , as before. (
nU R  is an open set with U .) 
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Lemma 5.1. Let 3n  and y . Then the function 
2
1
)(



ny
yx
x  ( yx  )  belongs to )(ph  
if and only if 
2
1



n
n
p . In particular )()2/()1(   nny h . 
 
Proof. We may assume that  0y , in which case y  becomes the function  
2/)2(22
2
2
1
20 )(
11
)(
 

n
n
n xxxx
x

 . 
We must show that  
(1)                                  


 }{
)2(
0
)(
sup





pn
x
xd
  if and only if 
2
1



n
n
p . 
Using a local diffeomorphism – near the point 0  of   – we may assume that the hypersurface  , 
near 0 , is defined by the equation 01 x , and that 01 x  for x  (close to 0 ). Then (1) is 
equivalent to 
(2)                      




 1
2/)2(22
2
2
2
0 22
2
)(
...
sup
nxx
pn
n
n
xx
dxdx
 
  if and only if 
2
1



n
n
p . 
 Integrating in polar coordinates we see that the above integral becomes 





1
0
2/)2(22
2
)(
)(
r
pn
n
r
drr
antconst

. 
By monotone convergence theorem, 














 
1
0
)2(
21
0
2/)2(22
2
0
1
0
2/)2(22
2
0 )(
lim
)(
sup
r
pn
n
r
pn
n
r
pn
n
r
drr
r
drr
r
drr
 
,  
and (2) follows.  
 
Lemma 5.2. Let 3n  and y . Then ),()2/()1( Uh nny 

  for Uy . 
 
Proof. It follows easily from the previous lemma.  
 
With the above lemmas, we can prove the following theorems. Their proofs are similar to the proofs of 
Theorems 4.4 and 4.6.  
 
Theorem 5.3. Let }{Rq with 
2
1
1



n
n
q . Then the set of the functions in the space 
qp
ph


1
)(  
which are totally unbounded in   is dense and G  in this space. 
 
Theorem 5.4. Let Rq with 
2
1
1



n
n
q . Then the set 


 

offunctiondefininganyand
UwithUsetopenanyforUhghg nn
qp
p
q

 ),(:)(
)2/)1(
1
A
 
is dense and G  in the space 
qp
ph


1
)( . 
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Remark 5.5.  According to Theorem 5.3, the functions in the space 
qp
ph


1
)(  are generically totally 
unbounded in  , despite the fact that all these functions have non-tangential limits almost everywhere 
at the points of the boundary of   (by Fatou’s theorem). Similar remarks can be made for Theorems 
2.1 and 4.4. 
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